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                    Abstract
Statistical thinking partially depends upon an iterative process by which essential features of a problem setting are identified and mapped onto an abstract model or archetype, and then translated back into the context of the original problem setting (Wild and Pfannkuch, Int Stat Rev 67(3):223–248, 1999). Assessment in introductory statistics often relies on tasks that present students with data in context and expects them to choose and describe an appropriate model. This study explores post-secondary student responses to an alternative task that prompts students to clearly identify a sample, population, statistic, and parameter using a context of their own invention. The data include free-text narrative responses of a random sample of 500 students from a sample of more than 1600 introductory statistics students. Results suggest that students’ responses often portrayed sample and population accurately. Portrayals of statistic and parameter were less reliable and were associated with descriptions of a wide variety of other concepts. Responses frequently attributed a variable of some kind to the statistic, or a study design detail to the parameter. Implications for instruction and research are discussed, including a call for emphasis on a modeling paradigm in introductory statistics.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Rossman–Chance (RC) task scoring guidance
The complete guidance document with remarks to accompany each prompt encountered while scoring the RC Task is available in the online supplement. A list of codes used and an accompanying description is reproduced here.
1.1 Scoring codes applied to the RC task

                    	Code
	Description

	“sample” (or “1”)
	The requested element (i.e. sample, population, statistic, parameter) was identified as the “sample” in the response

	“population” (or “2”)
	The requested element (i.e. sample, population, statistic, parameter) was identified as the “population” in the response

	“statistic” (or “3”)
	The requested element (i.e. sample, population, statistic, parameter) was identified as the “statistic” in the response

	“parameter” (or “4”)
	The requested element (i.e. sample, population, statistic, parameter) was identified as the “parameter” in the response

	“none” (or “0”)
	Student did not attempt to identify the requested element (i.e. sample, population, statistic, parameter) in the response or simply stated a definition

	“full credit”
	Not used during coding; this designation was applied during analysis to clarify that the requested element was clearly and correctly identified in the response

	“partial”
	Indicates that provided text is insufficient for full credit, but response shows evidence of (likely) understanding

	“variable”
	Indicates that student appears to describe one or more variables in the study

	“value”
	Is an assumed number (e.g. for statistic or parameter) without sufficient explanation

	“conclusion”
	Indicates that student appears to draw a conclusion or state some result for the research question

	“ill-defined”
	Indicates that student explicitly attributes something to the sample/population/statistic/parameter but it isn’t clear how it relates or what relevant role it plays

	“subset”
	Indicates that student overtly describes some subset of the population/sample/etc that could not itself be used to address the research question (i.e. sample/population for an RQ about the proportion that say “yes” to a survey question can’t be restricted to a subset who say “yes” only)

	“superset”
	Indicates that student overtly describes some superset of the population/sample/etc that does not directly address the research question (i.e. population of interest is “STAT 100 students” superset might be “university students”)

	“unrelated”
	E.g. indicates that the student overtly specifies a sample/population that is not related to the research question, or other unrelated detail

	“single obs”
	Student attributes one specific observation from the data to the sample/statistic/etc

	“RQ”
	Student restates all or part of the research question

	“study design detail”
	Describes some specific detail (e.g. duration, condition, selection criterion) of the study

	“sample size”
	Student attributes the sample size to the target concept

	“CI/HT”
	E.g., student claims the parameter is a confidence interval

	“signif. threshold”
	Student explicitly attributes a significance threshold such as \(\alpha =0.05\)

	“p-value”
	Student explicitly attributes a p-value

	“null value”
	Some value hypothesized for a parameter of interest to be tested

	“units”
	Unit of measurement (e.g. pounds)

	“std. statistic”
	e.g., z-score, test statistic

	“confounding var”
	Student describes a confounding variable that could impact the response described

	“distribution”
	Student attributes a specific distribution (e.g. Normal distribution; t-distribution)






                  Appendix 2: Concepts attributed to the statistic and parameter among responses with full credit for both the sample and population
Figure 6 presents a cross-tabulation of codes for concepts attributed to the statistic and the parameter by 212 students who earned full credit for both the sample and population elements.

Fig. 6[image: figure 6]
Cross-tabulation of concepts attributed to the statistic and parameter among responses with full credit for both the sample and population (N = 212)


Full size image


A total of 92 (43.4%) of the 212 students earned at least partial credit for identifying both the statistic and the parameter. Another 29 students (13.7%) earned at least partial credit for identifying the statistic but did not earn credit for the parameter. By contrast, nine students (4.2%) earned at least partial credit for identifying the parameter but did not earn credit for the statistic. Lastly, 82 students (38.7%) earned no credit for the statistic or parameter, despite earning full credit for both the sample and population. Figure 6 shows additional detail specifying recognizable concepts attributed to the statistic and parameter. Common errors attributed to the parameter included study design detail, a description of a variable, or the statistic. Again, the most common error attributed to the statistic was description of a variable.
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